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PLAN B: BEST PRACTICES FOR REPOSITIONING 
YOUR WORKFORCE TO SAFELY AND SECURELY 
SUPPORT YOUR ORGANISATION FROM REMOTE 
LOCATIONS 
 
 
Anthony M. Bargar, Advisory Service Director for Cyber Security & Resilience has spent nearly two decades 
supporting the US government’s Cyber Security, continuity and mission assurance programs, as well as 
advising critical infrastructure owners and operators to reduce risk of failure in the face of adversity.  
 
In a crisis, organisations are faced with incredibly tough decisions to keep the lights on, and on the essential 
needs of customers and employees. When disruption strikes, it does often by surprise, and we have to adjust 
plans to the situation as it unfolds.  Being resilient is about flexibility and adaptability to continue your 
organisations most essential functions and to continue operations in a secure and trusted way.  While there 
is an endless list of actions you must consider, we suggest focusing first on laying the groundwork to rapidly 
re-constitute core services remotely when the situation demands.   
 
With his extensive experience in this area, Anthony suggests that business leaders ensure the safety and 
security of their organisations by starting with this focus:  
 
1. Support the staff:  The helpdesk will be inundated with support requests from employees, including 

contractors and any other 3rd parties you need to get the job done, to grant access to your information 
and communication technology environment from a remote location.  Ensuring that the employees have 
ready access to self-help tools, and that your support staff have well written go-to guides to quickly get 
employees up and running is essential.  Nothing is foolproof though, so exercise caution and rank those 
out-of-bounds communications pathways accurately per your risk and reward appetite.  Security should 
be considered in every aspect of these plans and having an ‘out-of-bounds’ trusted communication 
established will help you quickly establish trust. For example, communicating root level administrative 
passwords to your most sensitive database over WhatsApp, is not the same as resetting a non-
administrative user level password over an in-country SMS text message to a verified mobile provider.  
Consider risk in your remote support plans.  Recommendations for preparing your staff and support 
teams for working remotely: 

 
a. Develop a plan that includes risk management guidance to empower decision makers on 

acceptable risks in a crisis and ensure that consequences are understood.   
Turn that plan into actionable guidance that outlines scenarios staff can use to know what is 
acceptable and how it may apply to their environments.  You can’t predict every scenario, but you 
will be surprised how close you may get.   
 

b. Leverage Human Resources to set up trusted pathways to connect to employees and other 3rd 
parties (e.g. consultants), personal email addresses, personal and employer managed cell phone 
numbers, home phones, and home addresses.   
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Start with segmenting the privileged users (those with administrative or special accesses) with the 
typical users.  It is essential to know the difference in risk level of your employees and their accesses—
also consider that this access changes over time and this needs to be validated frequently. 

 
c. Many lessons will be learned on the fly—so having a secure internal knowledge base of fixes that the 

help desk and requesters can leverage to see worked for others is helpful.    
 
2. Brace for manipulation; People may be your organisations greatest asset, but they also can be your 

weakest link in the security chain.  We all can slip up on occasion and information thieves and other 
cyber adversaries will target us at our weakest time.  Scamming their way into a network can be through 
impersonation, establishing false trust, and plain and simply lying their way into gaining remote access. 
These tactics have proven effective for the bad-guys repeatedly and when we are working under new 
procedures in a crisis, we are most vulnerable and therefore need to be most vigilant.  Trust but verify 
your users and their requests and importantly align that to the risk decisions you have proven for your 
enterprise.   
 
a. Training and Awareness are essential. Audience tailored Anti-Phishing and Social Engineering 

awareness for general staff, support teams and the executive team are important to bring the issue 
out in the open.  A one-size fits all program is not effective because the attack vector is quite 
different for various groups in the organisation.  Even starting simply with weekly reminders during a 
crisis can help get the word out on how adversaries exploit trust, and what to do when this inevitable 
attack occurs. 
 

b. Operational Security is important, and that means instructing staff not to publicise or overly discuss 
their work from home situation in non-secure places.  For example, taking pictures of their home 
offices, and other remote site working environments and posting them to their social media is not a 
good idea.  There have been instances of employees showing off their beautiful work environments 
to include pictures of their work screens and VPN token’s and other authentication technology that 
are all useful information to someone trying to penetrate their way into your organisation.    

 
c. Having a well-documented Identity and Access Management (IA&M) plan and how that may change 

in a crisis is important.  There are special considerations on what can be done remotely and this is 
different for every organisation.  Technology is not the only answer but can augment manual 
procedures to validate and provide access to essential staff when needed.  Careful consideration 
should be made on how to protect the ‘keys-to-the-kingdom’.  Remote access and privileged use 
should be monitored closely, and technology can help here.  Even the most rudimentary access and 
audit logs can be enabled to track when users access systems you determine where they are coming 
from, their logical and physical addresses as well as typical times of day, and user behavior.  These 
important metrics can help you establish a quick user behavior model without the need for 
expensive solutions, white lists can be made, login times for administrative tasks can be narrowed 
down to when a 2nd set of eyes can be on the target for oversight.  A careful decision on risk 
management and operational environment is essential here, where remote access can be further 
restricted to a locked office within an employee dwelling, with home security system in place or 
contracted by the employer may be a consideration.  Again, this comes down to risk appetite and 
reward, and the answer on how much security to apply here depend on that. 
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3. Secure the Homefront:  When staff work from home, or another remote location, you should assume 

those locations are not secure but do what you can to get them in the best state of security that they can 
be.  Often home or remote networks are ‘shared’ working environments, and the equipment staff may 
use to access your organisations infrastructure and information may not be ideal.  In the perfect situation 
they would be using approved organisation provided gear, but crisis can happen and make that 
impossible.  In any event, there are some steps you can advise remote users on locking down their 
remote work environment and set guidelines on what should be accessed when and where, and how. 
There are no-wrong answers and of course you should align these decisions to allow access to your 
organisation within your tolerance for risk.  Some common best practices include. 
 
a. Creating a go-to-guide for staff to follow that provides instructions on how to secure their own 

networks, and home systems.  This can seem endless but there are many online resources that can 
make it easier.  It starts with an appreciation that everything they have installed ‘out-of-the-box’ is 
essentially set in wide-open mode, meaning there are specific steps that can be taken to lock down 
the equipment starting with their home-router.  The go-to-guide you create can be generic enough 
to cover most basic security principles for these home network components, or you can make it very 
specific which a bit of advanced planning and research into what your home users have.    
It is also important that every device on the home-network is understood, there are many freely 
available point-and-click tools available that quickly map out a home network and identify the 
‘things’ (e.g. robot vacuum cleaners, digital watches, televisions, etc.) that are connected to the 
home space.   
 
Network segmentation even at the home level is important so all internet-of-things devices should 
be shifted to the ‘guest’ zone that most newer Wi-Fi-routers provide.   If this is not possible, then a 
secondary wifi-router can be used for the work enclave.  Additionally, consider for your executives 
and key users procuring a second internet drop from their ISP as well as a static ip address so that 
more robust network access controls to gain entry to company assets can be done.  
 

b. Practicing cyber hygiene is something we all should soon learn in elementary school.  If nothing else 
this essential step ensures that all the ‘known’ holes are plugged, and it makes that task of hacking 
into a home network so much more difficult and costly for an attacker. At this stage, we are driving 
up the cost to the adversary and causing them to go to an easier target – say the neighbour’s 
computer. The adversary may be at home in the flat next door working for your competitor.  Good 
cyber hygiene involves ensuring that your systems and network devices are running the latest 
operating system patches, and firmware updates.  This can seem like a full-time job for some, but if 
there are teenagers at home, this can be their new duty assigned after taking out the trash on 
Wednesdays.  Many of these devices also support security audit logs which can be valuable to have 
on-hand for executives and privileged users, these audit logs can be stored remotely, and sent to the 
security operations center or in some cases connected  
 

c. Use two-factor-authentication (2FA) for everything, full stop. If one single technology makes it harder 
for an attacker remotely accessing a resource that would be 2FA.  Essentially this is the secure 
secondary form of authentication that you can use in any application that is 2FA enabled, it may not 
work for your custom applications- but in most cases newer technology does support 2FA.   
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You may also be challenged with rolling out the solution in a crisis, and measures will have to be 
taken to securely deliver tokens (if a hard token is your solution) to users.  Again, different types of 
staff may require different 2FA solutions, and considering this effective capability to further reduce 
your risks is a worthwhile endeavour.  

 
 
In Summary 
 
There are many online resources and best practice guides that have been written that CIO Connect can help 
you navigate and tailor to suit your organisations needs.  Two that immediately come to mind are;  
 

• The United States, National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) Special Publication 
800-46 Revision 2, or the “Guide to Enterprise Telework, 
Remote Access, and Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) Security” found at; 
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-46r2.pdf 
 

• The Global Cyber Alliance Non Profit Support Site, “Work From Home, Secure Your 
Business” found at https://workfromhome.globalcyberalliance.org/ 
 

Should you be concerned that this focus on remote security may be something temporary and this effort is 
excessive, it is likely that there will be a continued push towards remote working or working from home. The 
time to protect your organisation is now and the need is likely to continue into the future.  


